The article interprets Plutarch's dualism in the light of the Apollo-Dionysus opposition as presented in De E 388e-389c, arguing that Plutarch is no dualist in the strict sense of the word. A comparison of De E 393f-394a with De Iside 369b-d shows that it is only in the sublunary realm of Nature that Plutarch assumes a duality of two distinct Powers; at the higher levels of reality the divine is uni ed and harmonious. If Plutarch fails to emphasize this point clearly enough, it is because his primary philosophical interests were ethical, not metaphysical.
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1 I shall mostly put the word 'dualism' into inverted commas, for as I hope to show in the course of my article, Plutarch's 'dualism' is a very limited one. 3 See e.g. J. Dillon, Plutarch and Second Century Platonism (in: The Great Tradition, Variorum 1997), pp. 215-7. Cf. also F. E. Brenk's analysis of Plutarch's 'prejudice for Delphi' in the Lives (The Religious Spirit of Plutarch, in: ANRW II 36.1, pp. 330-6). The Apollonian religious background was already crucial for Plato, as has been recently demonstrated by Christina Schefer, Platon und Apollon, Academia Verlag 1996. 4 A detailed account of Dionysus' presence in Delphi is given by K. Kerényi, Dionysos (English tr. by Ralph Manheim, Princeton University Press 1976), pp. 204-37. important in uence on Plutarch's thought and that it can help us understand the nature, and above all the meaning of his 'dualism'. * * *
The most systematic account of Plutarch's dualism is to be found in his major scholarly treatise On the Generation of the Soul in the Timaeus. Formally, this is supposed to be a commentary on Timaeus 35a 36b, but in its most interesting passages it deals with the Platonic doctrine of soul as such. The basic problem Plutarch needs to resolve is that while in the Timaeus the soul is described as generated, in Phaedrus 245c 246a it is characterized as immortal and not subject to generation ( g¡nhton), being a permanent source of motion. Plutarch's interpretation is that there are in fact two di erent senses in which Plato speaks about the soul. In the Phaedrus he means the 'soul in itself' (cux¯ kayƒ ¥aut®n 1014e) which is indeed an unborn and everlasting source of motion, but its movements are irrational and blind. This is, in Plutarch's view, what Plato has in mind when in the Timaeus he repeatedly refers to the chaotic and disorderly movements which existed even before the generation of the cosmos. 5 Yet the irrational soul was not the only thing that there was before the birth of the world. Opposed to it there stood Intelligence which is the source of order and form. The starting point for the creation of the cosmos, therefore, is the fundamental opposition of Soul (cux®) and Intelligence (noèw). These two are independent of each other and have entirely di erent functions: 'For soul is cause and principle of motion, but intelligence of order and consonance in motion.' 6 Soul is a powerful source of energy and movement, but in itself this movement is entirely irregular and disorderly. Intelligence, on the other hand, is perfectly orderly and regular, but in itself it is quite powerless, being unable to move. 7 When Plato describes the generation of the Soul in Timaeus 35a 36b, what he really means, in Plutarch's view, is that the Demiurge puts the primordial Soul and Intelligence together, creating a harmonious whole which is full both 5 Notably at 30a and 52d 53b. 6 1015e: cux¯ gOEr aÞtÛa kin®sevw kaÜ rx®, noèw d¢ t‹jevw kaÜ sumfvnÛaw perÜ kÛnhsin. Throughout the article, my quotations of Plutarch are based on their respective Loeb Classical Library editions, though I feel free to modify both the texts and translations to re ect my own reading of the passage in question. For this reason all the main departures from the MSS are indicated in brackets. 7 Cf. 1024a: 'By itself, Intelligence was abiding and immobile' (õ d¢ noèw aétòw m¢n ¤f' ¤autoè mñnimow ·n kaÜ kÛnhtow).
of order and of energy. The result is the orderly World Soul which can indeed be spoken of as generated, for it is the product of the coming together at some point in time of two unborn elements which had previously existed separately. When Plato speaks of the World Soul as being compounded of such contrary elements as di erence sameness (tò §teron taétñ) and divisible indivisible (tò meristñn tò mer¡w), Plutarch understands these components precisely in the light of his Soul Intelligence opposition. We need not go into the details of Plutarch's exegesis of Timaeus 35a-36b. As Harold Cherniss demonstrated in his LCL introduction and notes to the treatise, the whole interpretation is irreconcilable with many Platonic passages, and to pursue it, Plutarch has to commit himself to many misrepresentations of Plato's meaning. What is more, Plutarch is not even entirely consistent with himself and it seems that he is really expounding the Timaeus passage at two di erent levels. His primary tendency is to reduce all the components of the rational World Soul to the basic Soul Intelligence opposition. Yet when it comes to more subtle problems, he is ready to draw much neater distinctions and it becomes di cult to see how all of them t in with the elementary antithesis of Soul and Intelligence. 8 In fact, at such moments Plutarch even gets close to the Xenocratean arithmetical interpretation which he criticizes at the beginning of the treatise.
9
The overall impression is that Plutarch basically follows the traditional Academic speculations, but at the same time tries to accommodate them to a rather di erent dualist scheme of his own.
That Plutarch was fascinated by the idea of two fundamental Powers struggling against each other in our world is clear from his famous summary of ancient theories of opposing Principles in De Iside 369a 371c. Yet there is also another interesting passage in the Moralia which has generally received little attention in this connection but which I would suggest as the true key to Plutarch's notion of opposing Powers: it is a part of the speech of Plutarch in De E 388c 389c. In this passage, the old Plutarch presents himself as a young man giving his interpretation of the mysterious letter E inscribed on the Delphic temple of Apollo. Plutarch 8 Thus, while in di erent parts of the essay the Soul Intelligence opposition is associated with such pairs of contraries as divisible indivisible (1014d-e), di erence sameness (1026e), or motion rest (1015e), in 1024b 1026a Plutarch strictly distinguishes between all of these pairs. The two approaches need not be incompatible: the divisible, di erence and motion can easily be seen as di erent aspects of the irrational Soul. But even so Plutarch's exposition would seem to be far from coherent.
9 See Cherniss' notes f on 1024d and b on 1025a.
interprets the E as 'the symbol of a universally great and sovereign number' ve (387e). One of the main features of this number is the mathematical fact that when added to itself it always produces either itself or the perfect number ten 10 (i.e. a number ending in 5 or 0). In this way number ve imitates 'the primal principle which orders the whole' (t¯n tOE ÷la diakosmoèsan rx®n) for this principle, too, 'by its changes creates a universe out of itself, and then in turn out of the universe creates itself again' (êpall‹ttousan 11 ¤k m¢n ¤aut°w tòn kñsmon ¤k d¢ toè kñsmou p‹lin ¥aut¯n poteleÝn 388d).
In itself, such a theory could be seen simply as a piece of Stoic philosophy that Plutarch quotes in order to provide a contrast with the truly Platonic solution presented later by Ammonius, and most commentators have treated it as such.
12 Yet the matter is much more complicated. Not only would it be strange if Plutarch decided to present through his own mouth a theory he would not in the least approve of. What is even more important, he immediately hastens to relate this interpretation to the Delphic cult:
If, then, anyone ask, 'What has this to do with Apollo?', we shall say that it concerns not only him, but also Dionysus, whose share in Delphi is no less than that of Apollo. Now we hear the theologians a rming and reciting, sometimes in verse and sometimes in prose, that the god is deathless and eternal in his nature, but, owing forsooth to some predestined design and reason, he undergoes transformations of his person, and at one time enkindles his nature into re and makes it altogether like all else, while at another time he becomes manifold in his form, his a ects and his various powers, even as the cosmos does right now.
13
In what follows, Plutarch makes it clear that this god is no one other than Apollo, though in the multiple and manifold phase of his cycle he is usually called Dionysus. This makes it impossible to dismiss the passage as merely a piece of Stoicism which is not to be taken seriously. thinkable that Plutarch would associate with the Delphic cult a philosophical theory he would not take seriously in one way or another. On the contrary, the consequent paragraphs up to 389c suggest that this interpretation of the Apollo-Dionysus relation was quite crucial for him and that he was more than excited about it.
This being the case, it is interesting to see how exactly Plutarch characterizes the di erence between Apollo and Dionysus:
To Dionysus they sing the dithyrambic strains laden with emotion and with a transformation that includes a certain erratic wandering and dispersion . . . But to Apollo they sing the paean, music orderly and temperate. Apollo the artists represent in paintings and sculptures as ever ageless and young, but Dionysus they depict in many shapes and forms; and they attribute to Apollo in general a similarity, order, and unadulterated seriousness, but to Dionysus a certain irregularity combined with playfulness, wantonness, seriousness, and frenzy.
14 It is striking that while the passage can easily be read as a purely literary description with no philosophical signi cance whatsoever, 15 it is in fact packed with Platonic terminology. Thus we have Apollo associated with order (tetagm¡nhn, t‹jin), temperance (sÅfrona), agelessness ( g®rvn) and similarity (õmoiñthta), while Dionysus with emotions (payÇn), change (metabol°w), erratic wandering (pl‹nhn), multiplicity of shapes (polueid°k aÜ polaemorfon) and irregularity ( nvmalÛan). All of these terms are used both by Plato and by Plutarch as expressions of philosophical ideas which are closely associated with what Plutarch himself interprets as the Soul Intelligence dualism. 16 14 389a-b: ›dousi tÒ m¢n diyurambikOE m¡lh payÇn mestOE kaÜ metabol°w pl‹nhn tinOE kaÜ diafñrhsin ¤xoaeshw . . . tÒ d¢ pai na, tetagm¡nhn kaÜ sÅfrona moèsan, g®rvn te toèton eÜ kaÜ n¡on, ¤keÝnon d¢ polueid° kaÜ polaemorfon ¤n grafaÝw kaÜ pl‹smasi dhmiourgoèsi: kaÜ ÷lvw tÒ m¢n õmoiñthta kaÜ t‹jin kaÜ spoud¯n kraton, tÒ d¢ memigm¡nhn tinOE paidi˜ kaÜ ìbrei kaÜ spoud» kaÜ manÛ& prosf¡rontew nvmalÛan. 15 An example of this is Babbitt's non-philosophical translation which entirely obscures all the technical terms contained in these sentences. 16 The signi cance of concepts like svfrosaenh, t‹jiw or p‹yow needs hardly to be pointed out. For pl‹nh cf. e.g. Phaedo 79c-d (pl‹nh of the soul in the realm of the ever variable), Republic 485b (eternal being contrasted with the pl‹nh of g¡nesiw and fyor‹), Timaeus 48a (Necessity as planvm¡nh aÞtÛa). For Plutarch's usage see e.g. De an. procr. 1024a (the irrational element of Soul and Nature is meristòn kaÜ planhtñn). For polueid®w see e.g. Phaedo 80b (the uniform and invariable contrasted with the ever-changing and polueid¡w). 'Ag®rvw is not a strict philosophical term, but it is worth mentioning that in Politicus 273e Plato uses this adjective to characterize the cosmos in its divine-governed phase in which god kosmeÝ te kaÜ ¤panoryÇn y‹-naton aétòn [sc. tòn kñsmon] kaÜ g®rvn perg‹zetai.
For our purpose, the most important pair, perhaps, is the seemingly asymmetrical 17 antithesis similarity irregularity, for these terms are to be found in Timaeus 52d-e. Here we learn that before the generation of the universe 'the nurse of generation, becoming watery and ery, and receiving the forms of earth and air, and experiencing all kind of other a ections that accompany these, presented a variety of appearances, and being full of powers which were neither similar nor equally balanced, was never in any part in a state of equipoise, but swaying irregularly hither and thither, was shaken by them, and by its motion again shook them.'
18
For Plutarch, of course, this was a description of the state in which the irrational Soul is by itself, before being ordered by Intelligence. And there can be little doubt that he associated this state with the Dionysian aspect of reality which is characterized precisely by irregularity, incessant changes in shape and appearance, and going through all kinds of emotional a ects. For Plutarch, the Dionysian avour of the Timaeus passage must certainly have been further strengthened by the subsequent imagery of 'winnowing-baskets' in which even Cornford could not help seeing the image of the infant god Dionysus carried in a liknon by his nurses.
19
The agreement of the Apollo Dionysian imagery in De E and Plutarch's philosophical concepts in De animae procreatione is obvious. In view of this, it might seem rather puzzling that in De E the Apollo-Dionysus opposition is associated with something that one would be inclined to identify as the Stoic theory of cosmic cycles. Yet the passage in question hardly needs to be taken so literally. Clearly, what appeals to Plutarch 17 Some editors have even gone so far as to emend õmoiñthta into õmalñthta. Yet this is merely a misunderstanding of the Platonic background of the passage. For Plato, similarity means similarity to oneself (õmoiñthta aétoè ¥autÒ Phaedo 109a), and thus regularity, identity and uniformity. Moreover, Apollo can rightly be associated with similarity in that most of his statues and images actually are very similar to each other, always showing the same beautiful youth with a slightly 'detached' expression. For Plutarch's use of õmoiñthw in metaphysical contexts cf. De an. procr. 1017a, 1022f, 1025c, 1026a, 1027a.
18 t¯n d¢ d¯ gen¡sevw tiy®nhn êgrainom¡nhn kaÜ puroum¡nhn kaÜ tOEw g°w te kaÜ ¡row morfOEw dexom¡nhn, kaÜ ÷sa lla toaetoiw p‹yh sun¡petai p‹sxousan, pantodap¯n m¢n ÞdeÝn faÛnesyai, diOE d¢ tò m®y' õmoÛvn dun‹mevn m®te Þsorrñpvn ¤mpÛmplasyai kat' oéd¢n aét°w ÞsorropeÝn, ll' nvm‹lvw p‹ntú talantoum¡nhn seÛesyai m¢n êp' ¤keÛnvn aét®n, kinoum¡nhn d' aï p‹lin ¤keÝna seÛein. The translation is based on that by Jowett. 19 Plato's Cosmology, p. 201, n. 2, where Cornford also quotes the Orphic fragment 199 (Kern) in which Dionysus is carried in a liknon by the Earth Mother. In Tim. 52e6 the Greek word translated as 'winnowing-basket' is actually plñkanon, but liknon is present through the verb nalikmÅmena in some of the MSS at 53a1. in the rst place is the notion of cyclicity as such which he nds easy to connect with the cyclical alternations of Apollo and Dionysus in their presiding over Delphi (389c) . It is this idea of cyclicity (as manifested in the properties of number ve) that he starts to develop at 388c, producing the obvious example of Nature which ' rst receives wheat in the form of seed and dissolves it in herself, 20 and then creates in its midst many shapes and forms through which she carries out the process of growth to its end, but, to crown all, displays wheat again, and thus presents as her result the beginning at the end of the whole.' 21 Having explained that, Plutarch proceeds to show that this pattern is not con ned to the vegetative realm only but is in some way typical for all cosmic processes. It is at this point that he introduces the theory of ekpyrôsis, for which, however, he does not quote the Stoics but rather his favourite Heraclitus, according to whom 'all things are exchanged for re and re for all things, as goods are for gold and gold for goods' (B 90).
The fullest account of the ekpyrôsis doctrine is given at 388f. But neither here the Stoics are mentioned. Instead, Plutarch mysteriously attributes it to the 'theologians' who a rm their doctrines 'sometimes in verse and sometimes in prose'. Whom does he have in mind? Typically, by oß yeñlogoi Plutarch refers to those ancient authors standing on the border between poetry and philosophy. Thus in Sulla 36.3 Pherecydes is called a theologian, while in De Iside 360d Plato, Pythagoras, Xenocrates, and Chrysippus are said to have followed 'the ancient theologians' (i.e. probably Hesiod and some of the Presocratics) for their daimonological theories. Similarly, in De Defectu 436d a distinction is introduced between oß m¢n sfñdra palaioÜ yeolñgoi kaÜ poihtaÛ (as an example of which Orpheus is quoted) and oß d¢ neÅteroi toaetvn kaÜ fusikoÜ prosagoreuñmenoi. From this point of view, Plutarch might be alluding to authors such as Empedocles (verse) and Heraclitus (prose) in our passage, the evidence for the latter being further strengthened by the reference to kñrow and xrhsmosaenh at 389c. 22 20 I retain the MSS reading xeam¡nh, though no modern editor does so. Babbitt conjectures xrhsam¡nh, Strijd dejam¡nh.
21 388c: ² faesiw laboèsa puròn ¤n sp¡rmati kaÜ xeam¡nh pollOE m¢n ¤n m¡sÄ faeei sx®mata kaÜ eàdh, di' Ïn ¤pÜ t¡low ¤j‹gei tò ¦rgon, ¤pÜ p si d¢ puròn n¡deijen podoèsa t¯n rx¯n ¤n tÒ t¡lei toè pantñw.
On the other hand, there are passages in which oß yeñlogoi seem to be associated rather with the very founders and promoters of religious cults. Thus 'the theologians of Delphi' are mentioned in De Defectu 417f (oß DelfÇn yeolñgoi obviously meaning some o cials who are in charge of relating the stories associated with the shrine), while in De Iside 369b we are told that the 'very ancient opinion' according to which good is always mixed with evil in our world 'has come down to poets and philosophers ¤k yeolñgvn kaÜ nomoyetÇn' (giving sacri ces and mysteries as an example). It is possible, therefore, that Plutarch actually saw the doctrine of cyclic transformations of Apollo as embedded in the Delphic religious tradition itself (about which he was, of course, in nitely better informed than we are).
23
Whatever Plutarch's exact idea was, his reference to oß yeñlogoi is extremely important, for since he normally tends to ally theologians with poets rather than philosophers, this seems to suggest that he considers the cosmic cycle important precisely as a myth and poetic symbol whose profound signi cance can only be revealed through proper philosophical interpretation. 24 If he is ready elsewhere to criticise this theory sharply in its Stoic form, 25 it is simply because he disapproves of their taking it literally. We are not directly told what Plutarch himself considers the appropriate interpretation, but we can gain some help from passages in which he comments on the Platonic version of the cosmic cycles doctrine, the famous Politicus myth. In this case, Plutarch is in no doubt that the con ict between divine guidance and the inborn chaotic nature of the cosmos is to be read as an illustration of the Soul Intelligence opposition as defended in De animae procreatione. 26 The interesting thing is that Plutarch is apparently able to read the myth both temporally and metaphorically. The best example is a passage in De animae procreatione 1026e-f where Plutarch starts by once again describing the opposition of Soul and Intelligence: 23 In the text this would be particularly supported by 389c where it is those who organize the sacri ces at Delphi who call the Apollonian part of the cycle kñrow and the Bacchic one xrhsmosaenh. Plutarch apparently assumes the o cials at Delphi did think of the periodical alternations of Apollo and Dionysus in terms of cosmic cycles.
24 This is also why the ekpyrôsis account is so much intermingled with religious material throughout the passage up to 389c. Evidently, for Plutarch the ekpyrôsis doctrine too is a part of the religious tradition. 25 Cf. De Defectu 415f 416a. 26 Cf. 1015a, 1015c, 1017c.
The Soul puts forth of herself the emotive part, but partook of Intelligence because it got into her from the superior principle. From this dual association the nature of the heavens is not exempt either; but it inclines this way and that, at present being kept straight by the dominant revolution of sameness and piloting the universe, whereas there will be and often has already been a period of time in which its prudential part becomes dull and falls asleep, lled with forgetfulness of what is proper to it, while the part intimate with body from the beginning and connected to it in its a ections puts a heavy drag on the right-hand course of the sum of things and rolls it back without being able, however, to disrupt it entirely, but the better part recovers again and looks up at the pattern when god helps with the turning and guidance.
27
It is obvious that, on the one hand, Plutarch reads the myth in the light of his Soul Intelligence opposition and regards the two phases of the cycle the divine revolution aiming at unity on the one hand and the reverse course bringing about multiplicity on the other as two simultaneous tendencies within the universe, the e ort of Intelligence to bring things to order versus the tendency of Soul to set them into irrational motion. To emphasize this, he even connects the two motions of the universe of the Politicus myth with the two movements of the heaven as described in Timaeus 36c-d, the revolution of the Same and the revolution of the Di erent, thus leaving us in no doubt that they both take place simultaneously and their struggle is going on even at this very moment.
28
At the same time, however, Plutarch also reads the myth literally, seeing the backward course and the divine revolution as two alternate temporal stages in the history of the universe. It is not clear what his exact idea of these historical movements is, but it seems not unlikely that he connected them to some cyclic scheme of the rise and fall of civilisations. 29 Be that 27 tò gOEr payhtikòn nadÛdvsin ¤j ¥aut°w ² cux®, toè d¢ noè met¡sxen pò t°w kreÛttonow rx°w ¤ggenom¡nou. t°w d¢ dipl°w koinvnÛaw taaethw oéd' ² perÜ tòn oéranòn p®llaktai faesiw, ll' ¥terorrepoèsa nèn m¢n ôryoètai t» taétoè periñdÄ kr‹tow ¤xoaesú kaÜ diakubern˜ tòn kñsmon: ¦stai d¢ tiw xrñnou moÝra kaÜ g¡gonen dh poll‹kiw, ¤n Ã tò m¢n frñnimon mblaenetai kaÜ katadary‹nei l®yhw ¤mpipl‹menon toè oÞkeÛou, tò d¢ sÅmati saenhyew ¤j rx°w kaÜ sumpay¢w ¤f¡lketai kaÜ baraenei kaÜ nelÛssei t¯n ¤n deji˜ toè pantòw poreÛan, narr°jai d' oé daenatai pant‹pasin, ll' n®negken aïyiw tOE beltÛv kaÜ n¡blece pròw tò par‹deigma yeoè sunepistr¡fontow kaÜ sunapeuyaenontow. as it may, Plutarch stresses that the chaotic nature of the universe will never be able to disrupt the guidance of god entirely, thus refusing the idea of the world being ever totally disrupted.
We can see, therefore, that the myth of cosmic cycles is in no way inconsistent with Plutarch's Platonism, being present even in such a scholarly work as De animae procreatione. Accordingly, there is no reason to regard Plutarch's speech in De E as a Stoic borrowing presented only to be refuted later. It is fully in agreement with his ideas elsewhere and helps us uncover a possible religious background of Plutarch's interpretation of the generation of the soul.
* * *
The comparison between De animae procreatione and the speech of Plutarch in De E has helped us throw a new light on the problem of Plutarch's 'dualism'. We have seen that it strikingly corresponds to the opposition of Apollo and Dionysus in the Delphic cult with which Plutarch deeply identi ed himself. 30 The question is how this parallel ts the rest of his philosophy. The most important question we have to ask is to what extent Plutarch's thought it actually dualistic. Strictly speaking, dualism means the belief in the existence of two opposite principles which are ultimately independent of each other. Now, it can hardly be denied that Plutarch frequently does give the impression of looking at things in this way. Throughout the cosmos has been ordered by god to subsist in its orderly state forever, even so the development of human civilisation has reached its end with the establishing of the Roman Empire. Is is true that in itself De fort. Rom. 316e 317c makes this reading possible, but in view of De an. procr. it seems more probable that not even the Roman Empire will last forever, for there not only 'has been' but also once again 'will be . . . a period of time in which its prudential part becomes dull', leaving the ancient chaotic nature of the universe to roll things back (1026e). Even at 317c Plutarch talks of the world's government being brought 'within an orderly and single cycle of peace' (eÞw kñsmon eÞr®nhw kaÜ §na kaeklon), which suggests that the Roman sway, too, will have its end. That Plutarch does not say so directly is not surprising, as it would hardly suit his purpose in an essay celebrating the Romans. 30 It is necessary to mention, however, that the relation between religion and philosophy in Plutarch is actually rather more complicated than I have presented it here. For Plutarch, the gods cannot be identi ed with philosophical concepts and it is fully legitimate to interpret one and the same god in several di erent ways. Thus e.g. in De Iside the situation is exactly the reverse of what we have in De E: it is Osiris Dionysus who stands for Being, while Apollo Horus represents the visible cosmos. To explain why this is possible would require a separate detailed analysis, and I hope to treat the subject at some time in the future.
De animae procreatione Soul and Intelligence certainly are described as entirely independent forces and there is not a single hint at their being derived from a single source. When Plutarch talks about 'god' in De animae procreatione, it is clear that he more or less identi es him with Intelligence, 31 just as Plato occasionally does in the mythical scheme of the Timaeus.
32 All this would suggest downright dualism. On the other hand, it is doubtful that Plutarch actually means to assert the ultimate metaphysical independence of his two cosmic principles. While he certainly seems to do so in the context of the Timaeus exegesis, the situation looks quite di erent in some of the other treatises. In this respect, De E is particularly interesting, for here the Apollo-Dionysus antithesis which we have shown as the possible background of Plutarch's 'dualism' is actually described as two aspects of one and the same divinity. On the mythical level these aspects have the form of alternating phases of a cycle, but we have seen that this is hardly to be taken literally and that Plutarch apparently saw Apollo and Dionysus as two co-existing forces.
Further light on the matter is thrown by Ammonius who delivers the next speech in De E, one that is presented as the nal and most important account. Ammonius understands the letter E as eä, 'you are'. For him, Apollo is no longer a changing god but rather the true archetype of unchangeable Being and Unity which is in sharp contrast with all multiplicity and change. The very name A-pollo signi es that he refuses multiplicity (ta polla), while he is also called Ieius, as being One (alluding to ia, the epic variant for mia, 'one'). All transformations of the god are emphatically 31 See. Platonicae Quaestiones 1001c: In itself, Soul was not begotten by god; 'but once the Soul has partaken of Intelligence and reason and concord, it is not merely a work but also a part of god and has come to be not by his agency but both from him as source and out of his being' (² d¢ cux®, noè metasxoèsa kaÜ logismoè kaÜ rmonÛaw, oék ¦rgon ¤stÜ toè yeoè mñnon llOE kaÜ m¡row, oéd' êp' aétoè ll' p' aétoè kaÜ ¤j aétoè g¡gonen.) In De an. procr. 1016c god provides tò noerñn and tò tetagm¡non 'from himself' (where f' aêtoè is a necessary emendation from the MSS p' aétoè, there being nothing else in the text aétoè could refer to), while at 1017a he is 'the father of similarity' for all body, normally this being the role of Intelligence. 32 Cf. e.g. 47e where Necessity is being persuaded by noèw with 56c where the same thing is being done by yeñw. This does not mean, of course, that Plato entirely identi ed the two. Rather, I would agree with Cherniss (The Sources of Evil according to Plato, in: Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 98 [1954] , p. 24) that the Demiurge (who in the Timaeus is called õ yeñw) represents simply 'the factor of rational causation in this universe' on all levels of reality, which is why he sometimes appears to exercise the functions of Intelligence and at other times those of the World Soul.
denied; 'to such tales it is irreverent even to listen' (393e), not only because god must be free from all kinds of change but also because the function of divinity is never the destruction but always the preservation of the world which of itself tends toward dissolution.
And it seems to me right to address to the god the words 'You are,' which are most opposed to this account [i.e. the one about Apollo's changes], and testify against it, believing that never does any vagary or transformation take place near him, but that such acts and experiences are related to some other god, or rather to some daimon, whose o ce is concerned with Nature in dissolution and generation; and this is clear at once from the names which are, as it were, correspondingly antithetic. For the one is spoken of as Apollo (not many), the other as Pluto (abounding); the one Delian (clear), the other Aïdoneus (unseen); the one Phoebus (bright), the other Scotios (dark).
33
At rst sight this might seem as a clear rebuttal of Plutarch's speech for there is no doubt that the dark daimon Pluto depicted here is just another version of the Dionysian god described in 388c 389c. 34 Yet on close reading one can see that Ammonius does not, in fact, refuse Plutarch's 'dynamic' account as such but merely puts it in its right place. It is true that the highest god is exempt from all change and his function is never destructive but always sustaining and preservative. But this does not mean that the account of divine transformations would be entirely absurd. It is valid, but only in the realm of Physis over which this dark 'daimon' presides, being apparently subordinated to the true god who is ever identical, pure and One. In other words, it is just on the level of Nature that the opposition of Apollo and Dionysus exists. Once we ascend to the higher levels of reality, all we nd is unity and harmony.
As has been recently shown by John Dillon, 35 such a view appears to be further con rmed by the theology of De Iside et Osiride, an essay that gives us the clearest expression of Plutarch's 'dualism'. Here, at rst, we 33 393f 394a: kaÛ moi dokeÝ m‹lista pròw toèton tòn lñgon ntitattñmenon tò =°ma kaÜ marturñmenon "eä' f‹nai pròw tòn yeñn, Éw oéd¡pote ginom¡nhw perÜ aétòn ¤kst‹-sevw kaÜ metabol°w, ll' ¥t¡rÄ tinÜ yeÒ, m‹llon d¢ daÛmoni tetagm¡nÄ perÜ t¯n ¤n fyor˜ kaÜ gen¡sei faesin toèto poieÝn kaÜ p‹sxein pros°kon [sic Reiske: pros°ken MSS]: Éw d°lñn ¤stin pò tÇn ônom‹tvn eéyçw oåon ¤nantÛvn öntvn kaÜ ntifÅnvn. l¡getai gOEr õ m¢n 'Apñllvn õ d¢ Ploaetvn, kaÜ õ m¢n D®liow õ d' 'Aidvneaew, kaÜ õ m¢n FoÝbow õ d¢ Skñtiow.
34 That Dionysus is identi ed by Ammonius with Hades should not surprise us, the identity of the two having already been asserted by Heraclitus in the B 15 fragment that Plutarch himself quotes in De Iside 362a. 35 Plutarch and God: Theodicy and Cosmogony in the Thought of Plutarch [forthcoming], a paper delivered to Symposium Hellenisticum VIII, Lille, August 1998. I are told that 'it is impossible for anything bad whatsoever to be engendered where god is the author of all, or anything good where god is the author of nothing.' 36 In itself this would suggest that evil must spring from some other Power which is independent from god. Yet, as the following texts shows clearly, the situation is more complex than that:
There has, therefore, come down from theologians and lawgivers to poets and philosophers this very ancient opinion which can be traced to no source, but which is widely and almost indelibly believed in, and is in circulation in many places among barbarians and Greeks alike, not only in story and tradition but also in rites and sacri ces namely that the Universe is not of itself suspended aloft without sense or reason or guidance, nor is there one Reason which rules and guides it by rudders, as it were, or by controlling reins. On the contrary: since Nature brings, in this life of ours, many experiences in which both evil and good are commingled or rather, to put it simply, since Nature brings nothing unmixed we may assert that it is not one keeper of two great vases who deals out to us our failures and successes after the manner of a barman mixing drinks, but that our life is complex as a result of two opposed principles and two antagonistic forces, one of which guides us along a straight course to the right, while the other turns us aside and backward. And similarly, the cosmos although not the whole of it, but just the terrestrial part below the moon is irregular and variable and subject to all manner of changes. For if it is natural that nothing comes into being without a cause, and if the good cannot provide a cause for evil, then it follows that Nature must have in herself the source and origin of evil, just as she contains the source and origin of good. 37 owe my thanks to Prof. Dillon for giving me a copy of this excellent article to which I am much indebted for many of the points I am making in this section. 36 369a: daenaton gOEr µ flaèron õtioèn, ÷pou p‹ntvn, µ xrhstñn, ÷pou [sic Meziriacus: õmoè MSS] mhdenòw õ yeòw aàtiow, ¤ggen¡syai.
37 369b-d: diò kaÜ pamp‹laiow aìth k‹teisin ¤k yeolñgvn kaÜ nomoyetÇn eàw te poihtOEw kaÜ filosñfouw dñja, t¯n rx¯n d¡spoton ¦xousa, t¯n d¢ pÛstin ÞsxurOEn kaÜ dusej‹leipton, oék ¤n lñgoiw mñnon oéd' ¤n f®maiw, ll' ¦n te teletaÝw ¦n te yusÛaiw kaÜ barb‹roiw kaÜ †Ellhsi pollaxoè periferom¡nh [sic Holverda: periferom¡nhn MSS], Éw oët' noun kaÜ logon kaÜ kub¡rnhton aÞvreÝtai tÒ aétom‹tÄ tò p n, oëy' eåw ¤stin õ kratÇn kaÜ kateuyaenvn Ësper oàajin tisi peiyhnÛoiw xalinoÝw lñgow, llOE pollOE kaÜ memigm¡na kakoÝw kaÜ gayoÝw, m llon d¢ mhd¡n, Éw plÇw eÞpeÝn, kraton ¤ntaèya t°w faesevw feroaeshw, oé dueÝn pÛyvn eåw tamÛaw Ësper n‹mata tOE pr‹gmata kaphlikÇw dian¡mvn naker‹nnusin ²mÝn, ll' pò dueÝn ¤nantÛvn rxÇn kaÜ dueÝn ntip‹lvn dun‹mevn, t°w m¢n ¤pÜ tOE dejiOE kaÜ kat' eéyeÝan êfhgoum¡nhw, t°w d' ¦mpalin nastrefoaeshw kaÜ naklÅshw, ÷ te bÛow miktòw, ÷ te kñsmow, eÞ kaÜ m¯ p‹w, ll' õ perÛgeiow oðtow kaÜ metOE sel®nhn nÅmalow kaÜ poikÛlow g¡gone kaÜ metabolOEw p‹saw dexñmenow. eÞ gOEr oéd¢n naitÛvw p¡fuke gÛnesyai, aÞtÛan d¢ kakoè t gayòn oék 'n par‹sxoi, deÝ g¡nesin ÞdÛan kaÜ rx¯n Ësper gayoè kaÜ kakoè t¯n faesin ¦xein.
In other words, although evil does spring from an independent principle of its own, this principle only exists in the sublunary world. Once again, as in De E, Plutarch introduces the notion of Nature that contains evil within herself. 38 The parallel is con rmed in the next paragraph where Plutarch gives the religious system of Zoroaster as one of the proofs of the ancient theological origin of this attitude. In Plutarch's view, Zoroaster called the better principle 'a god' (yeñn), while its adversary 'a daimon' (daÛmona 369d) just as in the speech of Ammonius. 39 As Dillon points out, 40 it makes little di erence whether these words have anything to do with historical Zoroastrianism. The crucial fact is that such a distinction appealed to Plutarch, being apparently in harmony with what he himself considered the correct interpretation. From this point of view, it is even more signi cant that at 370c Plutarch actually mentions a third factor in his Zoroastrian account, relating that after the victory of Areimanius 'the god who has contrived all these things shall have quiet and shall repose for a time' (tòn d¢ taèta mhxanhs‹menon yeòn ±remeÝn kaÜ napaaeesyai xrñnon). Apparently, this refers to some higher deity transcending the ght (a higher form of Ahura Mazda, perhaps?). Again, we can ignore the historical reality of Zoroastrianism; 41 all that is important is that such a thing was worth mentioning from Plutarch's point of view.
The problem with Plutarch is that he never really tries to t all this into a coherent metaphysical scheme. While it seems clear, for instance, that the evil principle (identi ed by Plutarch with Typhon) only exists on the level of Nature, we are never quite sure about the ontological status of its good rival, which in the Isis myth corresponds to Osiris. Sometimes Osiris is being spoken of as existing on the same level as Typhon, yet at other times he appears to be clearly ontologically superior. Fortunately, this confusion can largely be cleared up if we take seriously the distinction between a 'god' and a 'daimon' and interpret it from the point of view 38 Cf. already 369a: 'everything harmful and destructive that Nature contains is to be regarded as a part of Typhon' (p n ÷son ² faesiw blaberòn kaÜ fyartikòn ¦xei, mñrion toè TufÇnow ¦stin <eÞpeÝn>). 39 The god daimon distinction is also repeated in the Zoroastrian reference in De an. procr. 1026b. 40 Ibid. (see note 35). 41 J. Hani was not able to nd any Iranian parallels to this sentence. Cf. Plutarque en face du dualisme iranien (in: REG 77, 1964), p. 509: 'Sur la phase ultime d l'eschatologie indiquée par Plutarque, à savoir le repos de Dieu qui cesse d'agir , aucune explication sûre ne peut être fournie.' of Plutarch's daimonology as he himself presents it earlier in De Iside. 42 As Plutarch explains, the dreadful myths about Typhon, Osiris and Isis record 'the experiences of neither gods nor men, but of powerful daimons (daimñnvn meg‹lvn 360d)' who have a mixed nature, and while greatly surpassing us in power, they also have a share in mortal a ections. The crucial thing is that Isis and Osiris are both daimons and gods. At 361e this is explained by the fact that after having gone through all their 42 In his desperate attempt to absolve Plutarch from all daimonological 'superstition', F. E. Brenk argued in his In Mist Apparelled (Leiden 1977), pp. 102-4, that Plutarch does not really take seriously the daimonological account he describes at such length in De Iside, his true interpretation of the Isis myth being allegorical (so also Froidefond in the introduction to his Budé edition of De Iside, pp. 96 .). Yet as Jones observed already (The Platonism of Plutarch, p. 38), there is no reason to see any discrepancy between these two approaches to the myth. It is perfectly meaningful to say that while myths express the ontological structure of the whole of reality, at the same time they describe the archetypal psychic patterns (which is, I believe, what is ultimately meant by the 'daimons') by which the sublunary world is structured. Both of these descriptions are treated as parallel e.g. by Proclus, in Remp. I 87.29 . That even Plutarch himself sees them as two complementary explanations of which one cannot replace the other is clear from De Iside 363d where, passing from the daimonological account to the philosophical ones, Plutarch claims to be taking an entirely di erent starting-point ( p' llhw d' rx°w . . . skecÅmeya). Brenk also claimed that the daimonological theories presented in De defectu are deliberately downgraded by being put into the mouth of Cleombrotus who 'is no intellectual genius and the rest of the company delight in manifesting his incompetence in handling philosophical and religious problems' (op. cit., p. 111). Now, it is true that Cleombrotus is far less respectable than Lamprias and Ammonius and that his views are certainly not accepted by Plutarch to the letter. Yet as regards the basic daimonological theory of Cleombrotus, one must agree with Jones that 'none of the other speakers in the dialogue refutes the ideas set forth in his speech' (op. cit., p. 38). All that Ammonius and Lamprias do is that they specify the psychic nature of the daimons (431a .) something that Cleombrotus suggests himself at 415b (Brenk's attempts to drive a wedge between the concept of daimons as souls and as intermediaries between gods and men cf. pp. 99, 113 just show how much he misunderstands the daimons). Ammonius himself clearly accepts the daimonological explanation of oracles (cf. 435a ., 436f 437a) and in De E 394c he even emphasizes that 'it is especially by confounding what belongs to the gods with what belongs to the daimons that some people got themselves into confusion' (m‹lista d¢ tOE yeÝa pròw tOE daimñnia sugx¡ontew eÞw tarax¯n aêtoçw kat¡sthsan), thus showing how crucial the distinction between the divine and the daimonic was for Plutarch even at his most earnest moments. Ultimately, Brenk's problem is simply that he himself imagines daimons as some kind of ghostly 'pernicious monsters ' (p. 113) and consequently does all he can to acquit Plutarch of this superstitious projection which has nothing to do with Platonic daimonology. daimonic struggles, they were transformed into gods due to their virtue, and now 'enjoy double honours, both those of gods and those of daimons' ('ma kaÜ yeÇn kaÜ daimñnvn . . . memigm¡naw timOEw ¦xousi). Similarly, in De defectu 421e we are told not to wonder if the daimons are called by the names of gods: 'for each daimon likes to be called after that god with whom he is co-ordinated and in whose power and honour he participates' (Ú gOEr §kastow yeÒ sunt¡taktai kaÜ oð t°w dun‹mevw kaÜ tim°w meteÛlhxen, pò toaetou fileÝ kaleÝsyai).
Clearly, this is an earlier form of the Neoplatonic view according to which daimons are simply what happens to divine powers once they emanate down to this world of ours. The idea is that in themselves the gods are simple, unchangeable and uni ed, but the sublunary region is unable to participate in them in this pure form of theirs, and in our world, therefore, divine power can only be present in a more complex manner, undergoing changes and leading to con icts. 43 Thus while the god Osiris is pure and invariable in himself, once he gives a share of himself to our level of reality, becoming actively present in it as a daimonic power, he starts to behave as mutable and is involved in con icts. Signi cantly, the daimon Typhon di ers from Osiris in that he does not have a corresponding partner on the divine level. He embodies the daimonic as such. Indeed, we might say that he is a kind of sublunary 'shadow' of Osiris. To put it philosophically, whenever the divine Logos becomes creatively involved in our world, he is automatically 'split', so to speak, and becomes accompanied by another dark principle, by destructive formlessness which is the necessary accompaniment of form on the sublunary level.
Were Plutarch a Neoplatonist, he could have said with Proclus that this destructive force is a sublunary parupñstasiw, an unavoidable by-product of divine activity on lower levels of reality. Were he a follower of Eudorus, he could have described the good and evil principles as the Monad Dyad opposition subordinated to the higher unity of the One. 44 Plutarch does indeed connect the irrational Soul with the Dyad in De animae procreatione 1025d (cf. 1024d), but he never really speci es the metaphysical relation between the Monad and the Dyad, and he does not raise the question whether the latter should be subordinated to the former, or even both to some yet higher unity above them. 45 If he had dealt with these problems in greater detail, no doubt his position would have become more acceptable to many of his future readers (both ancient and modern). But the truth seems to be that although Plutarch is well aware of these metaphysical speculations, they are of marginal importance for him. He is ready to use them as illustrations, but they exercised no formative in uence on him and he does not look at things from their perspective. If he did, he would hardly interpret the Timaeus in the way he does. Besides, the idea that what exists on the highest level as unity becomes duality and con ict as it proceeds downwards would inevitably lead to a negative concept of evil such as we nd in Neoplatonism.
But if Plutarch is not really interested in metaphysics, what is the real ethos of his philosophical works? A glance at the whole of Plutarch's writings and at what we know about his own life gives us a clear answer: unlike any other Platonist after Plato, Plutarch is primarily a man of this world. For him, philosophy is meant not to indulge in abstract speculations but to help us deal with everyday problems. To do this, naturally, the study of Platonic metaphysics is indispensable, since to live correctly, one needs some transcendent criteria for making one's decisions. But for Plutarch, metaphysics is just the horizon of everyday ethics (and religion for that is the same thing) and it is of little interest in itself. This is how we should understand Plutarch's 'dualism'. To him, the existence of two opposing principles struggling with each other is an indisputable fact con rmed both by religious traditions and by our everyday experience of the ght between good and evil in our world. The task of philosophy is to provide a clear explanation for this situation and show us how to deal with it. De animae procreatione 1015a-f demonstrates plainly that it was precisely the need to account for the power of evil that made Plutarch formulate his irrational Soul theory. The only other alternative he was aware of was to attribute evil to either god or matter. The 45 In De defectu 428f 429d Plutarch argues that the Monad and the Dyad are 'the ultimate principles' (tÇn nvt‹tv rxÇn 428f), because every number has to be composed of both form (eädow) and in nitude ( peirÛa). Yet this does not tell us anything about the relation of the Monad and Dyad in themselves. That Plutarch found it possible to see the Dyad as subordinate to the Monad is clear from Aetia Romana et Graeca 270a: 'Generally, time is a kind of number, and the original principle of number is divinity, for it is Unity. Duality, however, which comes after Unity, is opposed to the original principle.' (kaÜ ÷lvw riymñw tiw õ xrñnow, riymoè d¢ yeÝon ² rx®: monOEw g‹r ¤stin: ² d¢ met' aét¯n duOEw ntÛpalow t» rx».) rst solution was absurd and the second no less so. Do we not experience evil as something immensely powerful and active? How could matter, being a pure passive potency, ever produce as much force and energy as evil activities are endowed with?
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Plutarch needed a theory which would make the power of evil understandable at rst sight, and his postulation of an irrational Soul and a destructive Principle within Nature appeared to ful l this task very e ectively, while being also in agreement with religious traditions. Unfortunately for many of his readers, Plutarch failed to support it by a coherent metaphysical explanation which would clarify the relation of the dark Principle to the highest levels of reality. Apparently, it seemed to him that an all too abstract investigation into the origins of evil would merely complicate the problem while making it no easier to cope with it in our lives which for him was the main task of philosophy. The crucial question is thus not metaphysical but ethical. And it is here that Plutarch behaves as a fundamental non-dualist, for he repeatedly emphasizes that our task is not to suppress the troublesome Soul-principle on behalf of Intelligence but rather to achieve a union of the two in which the power of Soul would be cultivated and brought into intelligent order.
All this becomes apparent if we compare the scheme of De animae procreatione with De virtute morali, which is one of Plutarch's purely moral treatises. Here Plutarch takes up the cosmological theme, explaining that according to Plato the Soul of the Universe is not simple but compounded of the potentialities of sameness and otherness (¤k t°w taétoè kaÜ t°w toè ¥t¡rou memigm¡non dun‹mevw):
In one part it is ever arranged in uniformity and revolves in but one and the same order, which maintains control, yet in another part it is split into movements and circles which go in contrariety to each other and wander about, thus implanting the beginning of di erentiation and change and dissimilarity in all that comes into being and passes away on earth; and similarly, the soul of man, since it is a portion or a copy of the Soul of the Universe and is joined together on principles and in proportions corresponding to those which govern the Universe, is not simple nor uni ed in its a ections, but has as one part the intelligent and rational, whose natural duty it is to govern and rule the individual, and as another part the passionate, irrational and disorderly, which wanders erratically and has need of a director.
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This parallel between the Soul of the Universe and the soul of man forms the basis of Plutarch's ethical teaching. Just as the Demiurge did not annihilate the Soul but rather joined it with Intelligence and made it orderly and proportionate, even so it is the task of man to cultivate his emotions and bring them into harmony with reason:
(Man) has, therefore, some portion of the irrational also and has innate within him the source of emotions, not as an adventitious accessory, but as a necessary part of his being, which should never be done away with entirely, but which is in need of careful tending and education. Thus the work of reason is not Thracian, not like that of Lycurgus to cut down and destroy the helpful elements of emotion together with the harmful but to do as the god who watches over crops 48 and the god who guards the vine 49 do: to lop o the wild growth and to clip away all that exceeds the appropriate measure, and then to cultivate and dispose for use the serviceable remainder. For neither do those who fear drunkenness pour out their wine upon the ground, nor do those who fear passion eradicate the disturbing element, but both temper what they fear. 50 It is, in fact, the rebellious kicking and plunging of oxen and horses that men do away with, not their movements and activities; even so reason makes use of the emotions when they have been subdued and are tame, and does not excise nor cut out like sinews 51 that part of the soul which should be its servant. 52 47 441f 442a: p° m¢n eÜ katOE taétOE kosmeÝtai kaÜ peripoleÝ mi˜ t‹jei kr‹tow ¤xoaesú xrÅmenon, p° d' eàw te kin®seiw kaÜ kaeklouw sxizñmenon êpenantÛouw kaÜ planhtoçw rx¯n diaforOEw kaÜ metabol°w kaÜ nomoiñthtow ¤ndÛdvsi taÝw perÜ g°n fyoraÝw kaÜ gen¡sesin,´ t' nyrÅpou cux¯ m¡row µ [ti] mÛmhma t°w toè pantòw oïsa kaÜ sunhrmosm¡nh katOE lñgouw kaÜ riymoçw ¤oikñtaw ¤keÛnoiw oéx pl° tÛw ¤stin oéd' õmoio-pay®w, ll' §teron m¢n ¦xei tò noeròn kaÜ logistikñn, Ú krateÝn toè nyrÅpou katOE faesin kaÜ rxein pros°kñn ¤stin, §teron d¢ tò payhtikòn kaÜ logon kaÜ poluplan¢w kaÜ takton ¤jetastoè [sic van Herverden: ¤j ¥autoè MSS] deñmenon.
48 I.e. Poseidon, who is also called fut‹lmiow by Plutarch at 158e, 675f and 730d. 49 I.e. Dionysus who is also called ²merÛdhw at 994a. 50 I.e. passion is tempered by reason just as wine is tempered by water; for the image cf. Plato's Laws 773d.
51 For a similar criticism of 'cutting out the sinews' of yumñw cf. Plato's Republic 411b.
52 451c-d: m¡testin oïn aétÒ kaÜ toè lñgou, kaÜ saemfuton ¦xei t¯n toè p‹youw rx®n, oék ¤peisñdion ll' nagkaÛan oïsan, oéd' nairet¡an pant‹pasin llOE yerapeÛaw kaÜ paidagvgÛaw deom¡nhn. ÷yen oé Yr-kion oéd¢ Lukoaergeion toè lñgou tò ¦rgon ¤stÛ, sunekkñptein kaÜ sundiafyeÛrein tOE Èf¡lima toÝw blaberoÝw toè p‹youw, ll' Ãper õ fut‹lmiow yeòw kaÜ ²merÛdhw, tò grion koloèsai kaÜ feleÝn t¯n metrÛan, eäta
The Dionysian imagery of this passage is telling. The irrational soul behaves just like Dionysus in his moments of uncontrolled frenzy. Yet this does not mean that it is essentially evil and harmful. Like Dionysus in his more cultivated forms (e.g. as the guardian of vine growth in our passage), it can be useful and bene cent. 53 Apollo is not mentioned, but the antithesis of reason vs emotions makes it clear that once again, the Apollo Dionysus pattern hovers at the back of Plutarch's mind, this time as an ethical paradigm. We are not supposed to behave like Lycurgus, suppressing violent emotions and pretending to be rational only. Such an approach would be doubly unfortunate: not only would it force the irrational element within us to strike back all the more ercely (in the manner of Dionysus in the Bacchae of Euripides), but it would also deprive our reason of all energy. For our reason, just like the cosmic Intelligence, has no motion of itself, being in the position of the Phaedran charioteer who has to struggle with his horses (= the irrational soul) all the time but at the same time he knows that, nice chap as he is, he could not move an inch without their help. For 'if it were actually possible to do away with the passions entirely, in many respects reason would be too inactive and dull, like a pilot when the wind dies down.' 54 Instead, therefore, we should follow god who created the world by combining harmoniously the irrational and the rational element, Soul and Intelligence. For Plutarch, the Delphic cult was no doubt a ritual image and re-enactment of this ancient powerful fusion. The meaning of these rituals was to teach their participants to imitate god and to harmonize the Apollonian and Dionysian element within them just as skilfully as he did in the case of the World Soul. The cosmos and its ontological background tiyaseaeein kaÜ parÛstasyai tò xr®simon. oëte gOEr oänon oß foboaemenoi tò meyaeein ¤kx¡ousin oëte p‹yow oß dediñtew tò taraktikòn nairoèsin llOE kerannaeousi. kaÜ gOEr boÇn kaÜ áppvn tOE phd®mata kaÜ toçw fhniasmoçw oé tOEw kin®seiw oéd¢ tOEw ¤nergeÛaw fairoèsi, kaÜ toÝw p‹yesi dedamasm¡noiw xr°tai kaÜ xeiro®yesin õ logismñw, oék ¤kneurÛsaw oéd' ¤ktemAEn pant‹pasi t°w cux°w tò êphretikñn.
53 It should be said that for Plutarch, Dionysus always seems to be the cultivated Dionysus as joined with and ordered by Apollo which is natural, for it was this Dionysus that Plutarch served as a priest. In philosophical terms, this Dionysus corresponds to the harmonized emotional component of the created soul. Whenever Plutarch wants to refer to the soul element in its pure, irrational and disruptive form, he uses such mythical gures as Typhon or Python (cf. De Facie 945b-c) . 54 De virtute morali 452b: tÇn d¢ payÇn pant‹pasin nairey¡ntvn, eÞ kaÜ dunatñn ¤stin, ¤n polloÝw rgñterow õ lñgow kaÜ mblaeterow, Ësper kubern®thw pneaematow ¤pileÛpontow.
is thus interesting for Plutarch mainly as an ethical paradeigma we should look up to and imitate. This is why in his cosmological expositions Plutarch never systematically describes the origins of his two cosmic Principles, being more interested in the ethical t¡low rather than the ontological rx® of their strife.
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